Sequence-dependent cooperative interactions in A/T-containing oligo- and polydeoxyribonucleotides.
To evaluate the length and sequence dependence of the unusual interaction properties observed for nonalternating A/T sequences in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [Wilson, W. D., Wang, Y. H., Krishnamoorthy, C. R., & Smith, J. C. (1985) Biochemistry 24, 3991-3999], we have synthesized the oligomers d(A-T)6, dA10 X dT10, and d(A6-T6) and evaluated their interaction with the intercalator propidium. Propidium visible spectral shifts on adding all three oligomers are quite similar. Low-temperature spectrophotometric binding measurements indicate that d(A-T)6 has a significantly larger binding constant for propidium than dA10.dT10, as with the analogous alternating and nonalternating DNA polymers. The oligomer dA10.dT10 displays positive cooperativity in its propidium binding isotherm, and its binding constant increases with increasing temperature while d(A-T)6 does not display positive cooperativity, and its binding constant decreases with temperature, again as with the analogous polymers. van't Hoff plots indicate that the propidium binding enthalpies are approximately -9 and +6 kcal/mol for the alternating and nonalternating DNA samples, respectively. The mixed-sequence self-complementary oligomer d(A6-T6) has an unusual low-temperature binding isotherm which suggests a single strong binding site and a larger number of weaker binding sites which bind propidium cooperatively. A van't Hoff plot indicates that the cooperative sites d(A-T)6 have binding constants and binding enthalpies similar to dA10.dT10. Similar rate constants are observed in the sodium dodecyl sulfate driven dissociation reaction of propidium from d(A-T)6 and d(A6-T6), but the association reaction of propidium is significantly slower with d(A6-T6) than with d(A-T)6.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)